
' UNIVERSITY OF ~1INNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
November 11, 1980 

11:30 a.m. 624 Campus Club 

Members present: 

I. FOR DISCUSSION 

Faculty representatives--Professors James Boen, Douglas 
Lewis, Anne Pick, Harold Swofford, Edward Sucoff; Duluth 
representative--Dean Klaus Jankofsky for Professor Neil 
Storch; Mayo representative--Mr. Donald Weggen for Pro
fessor Franklyn Knox; administrative representatives-
Deans Warren Ibele, chair, John Wallace, Kenneth 
Zimmerman; student representatives--Diana Dearring, Ellen 
Flannigan, Maureen Reddy; Civil Service representative-
Linda Kleinsasser; staff--Vicki Field; secretary--Beverly 
Mi 11 er 

Student Services Review - Progress 

Dean Ibele commented briefly on the content of the report of the Staff 
Response Committee which had been distributed to the Executive Committee. 
The report contains the comments and suggest1ons of the staff committee 
on the recommendations stemming from the review of Graduate School 
Student Services. (Copy of Staff Response attached with these minutes.) 

Professor Lewis, commenting on the admissions section of the report, 
said that he assumed that major changes in the process were not planned. 
Dean Ibele responded that the development of an admissions brochure, 
which would contain application materials and would be distributed 
directly by the programs to potential applicants, would be a significant 
change which it is expected will speed up the application process. He 
reported that the use of long-distance telephone when appropriate to 
inform applicants of steps necessary to bring individual applications 
to completion was also being tried. 

Professor Lewis asked that a statement of the admissions criteria used 
by the Graduate School be prepared and distributed to the programs so 
that they could anticipate potential disagreements about admissions 
decisions. Dean Ibele said that the Graduate School would provide 
such a statement. He also reported that a Directors of Graduate Studies 
advisory committee would be established to evaluate policy relating to 
day-to-day operations in the student service areas. 

Dean Zimmerman asked whether the Policy and Review Councils would like 
to consider the issues about student examining committees and the time 
limits for graduate degrees which were raised by the External Review 
Committee. On the issue of the time limits, three of the Council chairs 
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expressed support for present policy. They found the regulations use
ful. It was suggested that the Graduate School might develop a propos
al for consideration rather than simply raising the issues in a general 
way. Dean Ibele said that because the issue of the examining committees 
had been raised by others within the University in recent years, parti
cularly questions regarding the role of the non-readers on the doctoral 
committee, he thought the issue should be discussed. He said that the 
Graduate School would look at the possibility of developing a proposal 
for consideration. 

II. FOR INFORMATION 

A. Budget Report 

Dean Ibele reported that the recent state financial crisis had 
resulted in significant budget cuts in the Graduate School as 
elsewhere. A total of $15,000 was cut from Supplies and Equip
ment; $33,300 from Graduate School Research; $33,500 from the 
Medical/Cancer Fund; and $30,000 from faculty travel funds. 

He said that he had been informed by central administration that 
those parts of the Graduate School biennial request covering 
minority and disadvantaged fellowships, Graduate School fellow
ships, and research funds had been endorsed by central administra
tion and sent forward with the legislative request. The request 
for legislative money to support program review was not included 
and discussions about possible sources of funding are continuing. 

B. Approval of the Change in Major Title from Control Sciences to 
Control Science and Dynamical Systems 

Dean Ibe1e reported that this change had been authorized by the 
Physical Sciences Policy and Review Council and by the Graduate 
School. (Copy of proposal attached with these minutes.) 

C. Report from the Internal Advisory Committee on Information Systems 

Dean Zimmerman reviewed the charge to the Committee which he chairs. 
He reported that on the recommendation of the Student Services 
Review Committees the Quarterly Progress Report system had been 
simplified. The individual student document previously drawn from 
the system has been disestablished, and replaced by a summary report 
on active students which is distributed to the major programs. 

J 
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D. 

He said that his committee had also become embroiled in the issues 
and problems stemming from the impending initiation of a computer 
registration system for the entire University. He said that it is 
becoming clear that no financial saving from the system can be 
anticipated. 

Report from the Council of Graduate Students 

Maureen Reddy, President of the Council of Graduate Students (COGS), 
reported that the organization had printed a brochure on rental 
housing for graduate students, directed primarily at individuals 
coming from outside the city. A run of 4,000 copies was quickly 
exhausted. It will be evaluated at the end of the year, as will 
the Graduate Student Handbook, also published by COGS. She intro
duced Diana Dearring, administrative assistant for the COGS office, 
and Ellen Flannigan who is coordinating COGS' efforts in the area 
of child care. She reported that David Pogoff was the new vice 
president for finance and Bob Wilyat vice president for Public 
Relations. Ramesh Akkina is responsible for matters in the foreign 
student area. 

One issue of the COGS newsletter was published in early fall. The 
organization intends to expand the newsletter and begin dealing with 
issues of educational philosophy. COGS is also working on career 
workshops with the women's program. 

Ms. Reddy said that the organization continues to be concerned about 
representation, and Dean Ibele indicated that he would write a 
letter to programs concerning the need to get representatives 
designated. 

The next meeting of the Executive Committee is scheduled for December 11, 
1980. During winter and spring terms every effort will be made to estab
lish the schedule of meetings early in the quarter and to take Duluth's 
calendar into account. Meetings will be held on Tuesdaysor Thursdays if 
possible. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Beverly D. Miller 
Secretary 
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October 16, 1980 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members, Policy and Review Councils 

FROM: w. E. Ibele, Dean OJ/czw,,,_, J!. ~~~ 
SUBJECT: Report of Staff Response Committee, Graduate School Student 

Services Program Review 

Following the completion of the review of Graduate School Student Services 
and the receipt of the reports of the External and Internal Review Committees, 
a Staff Response Committee was appointed within the Graduate School to con
sider and comment upon the various recommendations resulting from the review. 
The report of that committee was submitted in early 1980 and became the 
subject for discussion at a Graduate School Retreat in March. Since that 
tim~ at meetings of the Graduate School deans and staf~work has begun on 
implementing recommendations of the committees. 

Somewhat belatedly, I transmit for your information copies of the Staff 
Response Committee Report, just as copies of the External and Internal Reports 
were shared earlier. I would also like to provide information at this time 
as to the actions which have been taken to implement some of the recommenda
tions. 

Communication: This was one of the primary foci of the committees in review
ing the student services and a number of steps for improving communication 
and extending services have been taken. 

1:) 

2. } 

Graduate School offices, previously closed over the noon hour, are now 
open. After several months' experience we have found, as expected, 
that there are difficulties associated with operating with a partial 
staff for a two hour period, but we expect to work these out. Graduate 
students appear to be pleased with the change. 

We are beginning discussions directed toward providing at least minimal 
staff for assisting Graduate School students who register in Continuing 
Education and Extension. This will probably take the form of service 
hours during peak CEE registration periods, staff to be provided from 
among our more experienced senior people. 

3.) We are preparing for a fall quarter orientation meeting for new Directors 
of Graduate Studies. 
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4.) Meetings with departmental staff for the purpose of informing them of 
Graduate School procedures will be instituted as soon as final plans 
for the new University computer registration system are available. 
Since much of the involvement of departmental staff has been with the 
registration of graduate students, we thought it best to wait until it 
would be possible to inform them of the details of the new system. We 
expect this will occur some time this academic year. 

5.) While the Graduate School for many years has provided copies of forms 
and bulletins for St. Paul students in the Office of Admissions and 
Records in St. Paul, such service has not been available on the West 
Bank. We are seeking a suitable location to make standard forms and 
bulletins available there as well. 

6.) Internally, we have scheduled regular meetings to keep Graduate School 
staff informed of current developments related to the conduct of the 
graduate programs, and to provide a forum for the discussion of issues 
arising out of the contact of staff with students and faculty in rela
tion to Graduate School rules and procedures. 

Admissions: In this area emphasis has been on improving recruitment by 
clarifying application procedures, and shortening the time interval during 
which the application is completed and the final decision is communicated. 

1.) We are experimenting with the use of long-distance telephone to resolve 
questions on applications on admission. The first real test of the 
effectiveness and potential cost of this practice will come after the 
first of the year as we go into our peak application period. 

2.) An admissions brochure intended to provide potential applicants with 
information in a more concise and less confusing manner is in the plan
ning stages. Our intention is to make the brochure available to graduate 
programs for direct mailing to persons inquiring about graduate study. 

3.1 A draft for an internal set of procedures for dealing with problem 
admissions cases has been prepared and is the subject of discussions 
among the deans and admissions staff. 

Files, Registration, Programs, and Commencement: In this area efforts are 
directed primarily at simplifying procedures for the student and the programs, 
and reducing the time required to complete the various administrative and 
clerical procedures involved in clearing a student for graduation. 

1.) The Graduate School has ceased to apply registration holds for students 
with excessive incompletes or low grade point average. The graduate 
program offices are informed directly of students who appear to be en
countering difficulties in these areas, the necessary registration 
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materials are sent to the program office, and that office will decide 
whether to prevent the student's registration for either of these 
reasons. 

2.) Although it was the Graduate School's wish to move the commencement 
deadline closer to the actual day of graduation, it found that at 
precisely the same time the University was attempting to move the date 
back by two weeks, increasing rather than decreasing the time from the 
deadline for graduation and actual graduation. We struggled success
fully to maintain the existing deadlines for the Graduate School by the 
adoption of special procedures; there seems little prospect at present 
that our original purpose can be achieved. 

Systems and Data Management: With the development by the University of com
puterized transcripts for graduate students (a process which began in 1975), 
and with the development of the new student data base in connection with the 
all-University computerized registration system, the Office of Admissions 
and Records now has the ability to provide for certain graduate program in
formation needs which previously could be met only by the Graduate School's 
Quarterly Progress Report system. Primary efforts in this area have been 
directed toward simplifying the Graduate School's system, and redirecting 
it to better serve the unique information needs of the graduate programs, 
and of the Graduate School and University. 

1.) An advisory committee on information systems has been established and 
is chaired by Associate Dean Kenneth Zimmerman. This committee has 
become involved in the achievement of recommendations emerging from the 
review related to information systems, and has also become the vehicle 
through which the Graduate School prepares itself for implementing the 
new University computerized registration system. 

2.) The Quarterly Progress Report, as an individual student document, ·was 
phased out with the summer of 1980. Because of the strongly expressed 
need of the programs for continued receipt of information on the progress 
of their students, a number of steps have been taken to meet this need. 
(1) Summary reports are being prepared which will regularly provide 
information about active students to each of the graduate programs. 
(2) A request has been presented to the Office of Admissions and Records 
for the regular production of transcripts for active graduate students 
for transmittal to program offices. (3) At the same time, copies of 
the various documents (e.g., degree programs, examination reports, etc.) 
which students file with the Graduate School are being returned to the 
program offices so that they may place these in the departmental student 
files if they wish. 
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2.) The Quarterly Progress Report computer file is being maintained to 
provide a data base for the sumnary reports on active students, annual 
aggregated reports on graduate education, the support of future program 
reviews, and for analytical studies on graduate student progress and 
program content. 

Other steps remain to be taken in implementing various recommendations of the 
review committees. We are proceeding with these and where additional funding 
is required we are seeking the necessary support from central administration. 
In the instance of some recommendations (for example, with respect to the 
composition and responsiblities of examining committees) we plan to come to 
the Policy and Review Councils and the Executive Committee for discussion and 
advice. As we proceed with these matters we will report to you on our progress. 

On the whole, the review of the student services of the Graduate School is 
proving as beneficial as the program reviews of our graduate programs. The 
essential ingredient for realizing those benefits is the spirit with which 
the recommendations of the various reports is received. You will be pleased, 
but not surprised, that the Graduate School staff in the areas concerned 

- .. ~ 
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responded constructively and cooperatively. The progress which we have made, \ 
and will continue to make, is due to their high level of professional competence ,_, 
and their dedication to providing the best possible service. I would be remiss 
in not telling you that this was so. 

WEI:mt 

Attachment 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Staff Response Committee (SRC) was appointed by the dean of the 

Graduate School to review the External Review Committee (ERC) report and the 

Internal Review Committee (IRC) report on student services. The SRC report 

was not to be an implementation document but rather an independent assessment 

of the merits and feasibility of those reports. 

The SRC noted with concern that the reports of both the ERC and the IRC 

appeared to flow from a model of "decentralization" with apparently little 

appreciation or understanding of the history of graduate education at the 

University of Minnesota. The reports also seemed to give more weight to the 

opinions expressed in interviews than to survey results presented as part of 

the self-study document. Both committees assumed that a transfer of duties 

and responsibilities to the various graduate programs would constitute insti-

tutional savings and a more efficient modus operandi. They did not deal with 

the implications of the relatively rapid turnover of DGS's, for example. 

Comments were elicited from both the Graduate School on the Duluth campus 

and the Mayo Graduate School of Medicine at Rochester, and were taken into 

account in the preparation of this report. Our responses are grouped under 

six major headings: 

Communications 
Admissions 
Files, Registration, Programs and Commencement 
Systems and Data Management 
Fellowships 
Equal Opportunity 

COHMUNICATION 

An effective system of communication is essential to the smooth operation 

of any organization. As a staff increases in size and the degree of specializa-

tion of the functions which they perform tends to isolate them, a formal system 

of communication becomes necessary. This is not to say that informal communication 
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does not serve a function or that it is unimportant. Both the ERC and the IRC 

make many references to improved communications. Where appropriate, communica

tion directly related to a specific topic has been dealt with in other sections 

of this report. 

The SRC recommends: 

1. Further study of the feasibility of expanded service consistent with 

sound administrative practices and procedures. 

Our recommendation is consistent with that of the ERC regarding expansion 

of staff availability into the evening, but it extends beyond that of the ERC. 

Changes in the composition of our student population suggest alteration in 

office hours and locations, though full service might not be available during 

expanded hours or at other locations without additional resources. Services 

might also be made more effective through the use of a WATS line, an improved 

internal telephone system, and changes in staffing patterns. 

2. That a concerted effort be directed toward improving communications 

within the Graduate School, with students and faculty, and with other units of 

the University. . .. 
More frequent and regular staff meetings are absolutely necessary not 

only as an arena for problem solving but as a means of sharing information among 

units of the Graduate School. Many of our offices now operating with relative 

autonomy could probably be more effective if they had this forum for relating 

their activity to the total operation and the mission of the Graduate School. 

The results of the Director of Graduate Study and student surveys indicate 

a reasonably high degree of satisfaction with the Graduate School's current 

methods of communication. We recommend, however, that serious consideration be 

given to additional activities such as a fall orientation for new Directors of 

Graduate Studies and an annual or semiannual "How to Do It" session for program 

staff. 

J 

J 
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The Policy and Review Councils and the Executive Committee already provide 

a vehicle for coiTmunication between the programs and the Graduate School. We 

believe communications can be improved substantially without the introduction 

of new structures by re-emphasizing that the original intent·of these structures 

was not only to provide governance, but to provide a basis for communication 

with the Graduate School, the graduate faculty, and the graduate program staffs. 

1\l'e also do not believe that ne~v organizations or committees need be developed 

for the purpose of communicating with students. We join the IRC in discouraging 

the development of a peer counseling arrangement, as recoillmended by the ERC, 

especially in areas of academic planning. To formally organize a peer counseling 

arrangement would interfere with what we know is already providing benefits in 

many programs on an informal basis. 

Special efforts to improve our communications ~vith other units such as 

~ Administrative Data Processing, Admissions and Records, Continuing Education 

and Extension, the International Student Adviser's Office and the collegiate 

units in which graduate teaching is delivered are imperative since their support 

is essential to our effective operation. 
_ .. 

Effective communication is essential to the success of any changes made 

in the current student services area or the introduction of any new procedures. 

We endorse the recommendation of the ERC to improve communication. 

ADMISSIONS 

The recommendations of the ERC regarding the admissions process, while 

not detailed, were apparently intended to place both the application process 

and the final decision-making function in the department. This would speed 

up the whole process, and would reduce conflict in a time of declining enroll-

ment. The IRC concurred. Under their proposed system the Graduate School 
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would retain a record-keeping and evaluating function. J 
The SRC agrees that more emphasis will need to be placed on effective 

recruiting in the future. The Graduate School's role in this ought to be one 

which underpins the departments' efforts, and we believe our.recommendations 

aim in that direction. 

The SRC recommends: 

1. Preparation of a general brochure to accompany the application for 

admission which, a~ong with any departmental materials, would be mailed in one 

packet to prospective students. 

Most applicants who inquire about admission to the Graduate School presently 

receive two sets of material: one from the Graduate School containing the 

application for admission and the financial support application; and a second 

from the department with more specific program information/requirements. In 

addition, North American applicants receive the Graduate School Bulletin and 

General Information Bulletin four to eight weeks later from University ~1ailing 

Service. [NOTE: We understand that the current General Information Bulletin 

may be either modified or discontinued.] This has led, understandably, to 
.> 

some confusion about admissions, particularly for overseas applicants who are 

not sent bulletins. 

We believe that more timely and more effective recruiting would result if 

the prospective student received all information and applications in one packet 

and that this could be accomplished most efficiently by the department. 

We agree with the ERC that the Graduate School should prepare a general 

brochure to accompany the application for admission. The brochure, which 

would partially replace the General Information Bulletin, could include a 

tear-out admission application and financial support application and, along 

with a basic description of each major field, such general information as J 
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~ tuition, housing, and health insurance. This brochure, along with any additional 

materials which the department wished to include, would be sent to both domestic 

and overseas applicants, thus providing them with all necessary information and 

materials promptly. Certain general information in the proppsed brochure might 

duplicate that which the department already provides, but in time those redun-

dancies could be eliminated from the departmental materials. Under this scheme, 

the Graduate School Bulletin (probably in some modified form) would be sent only 

upon request. 

The advantages of our recommendations are that (a) appiicants would receive, 

in a more timely fasion, all necessary information and materials in one mailing, 

and (b) departments would be encouraged to engage in more effective recruiting, 

thereby increasing the pool of applicants. The IRC underscored this in saying 

more direct contact between applicants and departments should make recruitment 

~ " •.. more efficient and more constructive in tone." 

The disadvantages are mainly budgetary. Even though across programs, some 

inefficiencies and duplicated effort would be eliminated, departments would 

bear any additional postage expense. This would be slight to non-existent for 

departments which now recruit aggressively, but initially it could be a problem 

for a few programs which do not actively recruit. For the Graduate School, 

additional expense would be incurred in the annual preparation and production 

of the new brochure, though this expense would be partially offset by reduction 

in postage. [NOTE: The Graduate School does not now pay for the production 

and mailing of the Graduate School Bulletin and the General Information Bulletin.] 

2. Continued collection of the application for admission along with 

supporting documents in the Graduate School. 

The ERC recommended that the application for admission continue to be 

directed to the Graduate School, but that all supporting documents be sent to 
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the department. They further recommended that applicants with foreign creden- ~ 

tials submit all their materials to the Graduate School. The IRC concurred. 

While we agree that some time may be saved if supporting materials were collected 

in the departments, they may find it difficult to assume the-additional clerical 

and administrative burdens. We further believe that directing materials to 

two locations will increase confusion and could lead to inequities. 

Under the current system the application form and supporting materials 

come directly to the Graduate School. Complete applicant files are then for-

warded to the department within five days. During the winter peak of applica-

tions, however, delays of an additional week are common. It is clear that ways 

must be found to increase the efficiency of the process. A change has already 

been made since the ERC's visit which has simplified and speeded up the pro-

cedures. Further efficiencies might be realized by more flexible scheduling 

of existing staff. A WATS line could also save valuable time for both staff J 
and prospective students. 

Just as we agree with the ERC that we should eliminate confusion by 

mailing application packets from one source, so do we think that the application 
-~ 

and supporting documents should be returned to one location, the Graduate School. 

Applicant files are directed to departments only when complete to insure 

that the same base of information will be used in departmental recommendations. 

It is difficult to know whether equity could be assured in the departmental 

review process if materials were collected in the departments since some recom-

mendations would be based on completed files and some not. By contrast under 

the present system, rejected applicants who inquire can be assured that all 

required documents formed the basis for the final decision. 

3. Continuing the present policy whereby the Graduate School dean has 

the final authority for admission decisions. 
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The ERC and IRC believed that a departmental final decision on 

applications was necessary so that applicants could be given the decision more 

quickly. He agree that timeliness is important, but it is at least as important 

that the admission criteria are applied in an even-handed manner across the 

University. 

The present policy of placing the final authority in the hands of the 

graduate dean has faculty support. The Martin Committee (a faculty committee 

appointed by Dean Crawford in 1971) reco~mended ovenvhelmingly that the final 

authority in admissions decisiors reside in the dean >vho "; .. provides a device 

for monitoring overall standards in admission which could not be achieved with 

authority resting in the individual disciplines." They further stated that: 

"If weak standards are applied, a long-range loss of strength in the graduate 

programs, considered singly or aggregately, could occur since students are 

admitted for a particular major but typically plan a program involving course 

study and even research in another or other disciplines." The faculty approved 

the Graduate School Constitution in 1975, reaffirming the importance of a central 

authority for admissions. The recent survey of DGS's shows that a wide majority _, 

are either extremely satisfied or very satisfied that the existing admission 

procedures insure equity across programs. 

Over the past 8 to 10 years, then, the faculty has said that, at Minnesota, 

quality in admissions for graduate education is best maintained and improved by 

placing the final authority in the graduate dean. The ERC and IRC failed to 

state what basic principles have been exchanged or what factors have intervened 

to dictate such a sharp reversal of policy. Rather, their recommendations 

focused on timeliness and the reduction of conflict. 

Regarding the ERC's concern for timeliness, we agree that we should do 

~ everything possible to speed up the process. Most applicants are notified by 
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the Graduate School of the decision within a week to ten 

ment makes its recommendation. To speed up the process, 

days after the depart
fM..C.. c1;' 

further form letters 
.·\ 

could je utilized, procedures streamlined and professional staff from other 

areas could assist during busy times. 

Regarding the IRC's and ERC's concern that conflict be reduced in the 

cases where the Graduate School and the department differ, we agree completely. 

The IRC implies, however, that because so small a number cause conflict anyway, 

the departments could as well make all final admission decisions. We believe 

that, if the Graduate School were not routinely reviewing all applicant files 

and formally admitting, the tendency to admit a greater number of marginal or 

less qualified applicants could not be resisted by some departments, especially 

in times of declining enrollments. The suggestion that an annual review be 

conducted to assure that standards are upheld is not likely to substantially 

affect admissions quality in any positive way. We would only add that this 

post-review system probably works well in an institution where the graduate 

school controls significant amounts of student support and can shift alloca-

tions in a meaningful way. The absence of incentives, however, would render 
·" 

this exercise futile at Minnesota. 

The problem in 90 to 100 cases per year, as we see it, is that they are 

not resolved as quickly as they might be within the Graduate School. At present 

when the Graduate School Admissions Office and the department differ, the file 

is sent to the dean's office for resolution. Because of scheduling problems, 

and time constraints, it may take longer than we would like for a final decision. 

We believe that a method to deal with these cases should be instituted immediately. 

The dean or an associate dean could meet regularly with the admissions staff 

once a week to review and make final decisions on these files. The deans 

could also meet periodically with the admissions staff and the departmental 
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admission officers to clarify departmental and Graduate School admission 

policies. 

Certainly the Graduate School should begin to maintain statistics as recom

mended by the ERC, which show, for example, the strengths of.both rejected and 

admitted applicants by major field so that decisions can be made more intelli

gently. Also use could be made of the existing P & R Councils to advise on 

admissions policy. 

Another aspect of the present system which needs attention is the area of 

appeals by applicants and students. The absence of a clear 'appeals policy puts 

the Graduate School in a vulnerable position, and we urge that an appeals 

policy be developed immediately. If admissions policy were clarified, the 

number of departmental referrals to the dean's office requiring resolution 

would be minimal, and we would have a good start in resolving the problem of 

~ applicant and student appeals. 

FILES, REGISTRATION, PROGR.c'\1-fS AND CO~lMENCEHENT 

The ERC recommended that final authority for program approval be delegated 

to the department and that the program be reported to the Graduate School only 

at the time of graduation. The ERC also stated that the decentralization of 

program approval should not increase the clerical and administrative respon

sibilities of departments. The SRC believes that the first recommendation 

precludes the latter. 

The SRC recommends: 

1. Continued responsibility for final approval of program and thesis 

titles resting with the dean of the Graduate School. 

The ERC and IRC recommended that departments give final approval to degree 

programs, and the Graduate School audit the programs of students who graduate. 
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The ERC argued that the substantive review takes place in the department and 

the IRC saw possible economies. Presently the programs are reviewed in the 

major fields and then submitted to the Graduate School for final action. We 

cannot support this reco~~endation of the ERC andiRC. 

Contrary to the ERC's belief that the only review of programs takes place 

in the departments, there are two reviews of programs. The major field reviews 

programs for course content and coherence; we review for general Graduate School 

requirements. These latter requirements, established by faculty action, include 

minimum credit and distribution requirements, limitations oq the transfer of 

credit, composition of examining committees, etc. Although many major fields 

do review programs for these general requirements, a substantial number of the 

programs need changes after submission to the Graduate School. Whatever the 

reasons for the errors, the rules guiding the structures of degree programs 

are faculty approved and should be applied equitably. 

The ERC believed that major fields should report programs to the Graduate 

School only at the time of graduation and that the program should be audited 

after the student has graduated. The ERG's proposal overlooks the fact that 

a number of requirements are checked'at the time· of graduation. These include 

payment of fees, thesis submitted, courses completed on program, minimum G.P.A. 

and language requirements satisfied, etc. Under the ERG's proposal, departmental 

staff would have to undertake the additional responsibility of clearing students 

for graduation. At the commencement check as well as the program approval 

stage, the decentralization of the program approval would add significantly to 

the clerical and administrative responsibilities of departments. A post-audit 

system has no safeguards for equity in that missing requirements discovered 

after actual graduation could not be corrected. By definition such a system 

provides no enforcement mechanism nor any incentives for future compliance. 

J 

J 
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(,. lve believe that the present system protects students from delays in gradua-

tion. The system provides that students plan their course of study for the 

degree early in their graduate career and submit a degree program which reflects 

that planning. Thus, students receive early direction from their advisers. 

At the same time, the program is revie\oJed by both the major field and Graduate 

School. If changes are necessary, the student is notified well in advance of 

graduation and can make the necessary adjustments in the program. For reasons 

of efficiency, equity, and good ~-1ill, \ve recommend that the final approval of 

the degree program continue to be the responsibility of the 'dean of the Graduate 

School and that this review be conducted before graduation. 

2. Improving capability of major fields to counsel their students. 

nvo of the most important functions of graduate advising are assisting 

students in planning a course of study for their degree and counseling students 

~ with potential problems. To assist advisers and DGS's in these areas, the 

Graduate School holds students' registratioreif their G.P.A. 's are too low, 

if they have too many incompletes, or if it is time to submit a program of 

study. In all three cases, the student has to contact her/his adviser, DGS 
,~ 

and the Graduate School to have the hold released. We think that potential 

problems involving G.P.A. and incompletes can be more effectively dealt with 

in the major field. Therefore, we could provide the major fields with informa-

tion on G.P.A. and incompletes for their students and allow them the discretion 

whether or not to permit students to register. Holds for programs and thesis 

titles should be continued since they encourage early planning and inform 

students of possible problems in meeting major field or general requirements. 

lve should survey major fields about possible changes in the criteria for 

establishing the holds. 

3. Preparation of a pamphlet on Graduate School procedures which would be 
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With the elimination of the G.S. 7000, the Graduate School lost one means ~ 

of communicating with students and faculty. To partially offset this loss 

and to supplement the bulletin, we recommend the preparation· of a pamphlet 

listing procedures and the steps that a student follows from·initial registra-

tion through graduation. It could also list services that the Graduate School 

provides such as letters certifying graduation. 

4. Studying the possibility of moving the commencement deadline dates 

closer to the end of the quarter. 

Commencement deadlines now fall five weeks before the end of the quarter. 

This allows the Graduate School, Admissions and Records, and University Relations 

to perform those functions necessary for graduation. The need to adhere strictly 

to the present deadlines creates public relations problems. In the interest of 

students and faculty, we should continue our attempts to negotiate later 

deadlines. 

5. Referring the questions of final examining committees and time limits 

for both the Master's and Ph.D. to the Executive Committee and the Policv and 

Review Councils. 

We concur with the IRC that the issues of examining committees and time 

limits should be referred to the governing bodies of the Graduate School. 

SYSTEMS AND DATA ~~~AGEMENT 

Both the ERC and IRC noted implicitly the need for the Graduate School to 

maintain some peripheral computer capability. They recommended, however, that 

the focus of activity shift from the present time-consuming checking and 

recording of student programs for the QPR, to preparing the kinds of reports 

which major fields would find more useful. The QPR was originally designed 

to provide faculty with a means of advising and counseling their students. J 
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C.,. While the present report has been less than effective, advisers still need 

reliable reports. The IRC specifically recommended replacing the present QPR 

with a simpler version of it. 

The SRC recommends: 

l. Continued maintenance of a peripheral computer capability in the 

Graduate School. 

We reaffirm the need for computer and other information systems to serve 

the unique requirements of graduate education in a timely fashion. Although 

the Graduate School should utilize the central data system to the extent 

possible, the peripheral system must be under the control of the Graduate 

School to be effective. 

2. Production of a student progress report in a simpler, summarized 

version. 

' The QPR has been the locus of numerous complaints, most of the problems 

having been associated with the transfer of the individual courses from Admis-

sions and Records and with the regrouping of these courses into the degree 

program format. We recommend that t~~ detailed course work component of the 

QPR be eliminated. A transcript could supplement such a report, thus providing 

the information on achievement in individual courses which would be eliminated 

from the QPR. Data presently used for other purposes (student's examining 

committee for committee assignment reports, cumulative credit hours and C.P.A. 

for the production of holds and warnings connected with registrations, etc.) 

should be retained. 

3. Establishment of an internal advisory committee to the dean on 

information systems. 

We recommend that the dean appoint 3-4 members of our staff includina the 
' D 

superviser of the Systems and Data Hanagement office, to a standing advisory 
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committee for information systems. 

The responsibilities of this advisory committee \vould be the following: 

a. Review the present QPR systems and Registration Release system 

and recommend changes by April 1980. 

b. Revie\v all currently produced reports (computer and manually 

prepared), dealing with student and applicant records and 

recommend improvements to the present systems. 

c. Review future requests for information and/or reports and 

establish priorities for these requests. 

d. Provide advice regarding the future direction of the 

Graduate School information systems. 

The advisory committee would consult staff, other administrative units, 

graduate faculty and graduate students as appropriate. 

4. Improving the quality and broadening the scope of regularly gathered ~ 

information for management purposes. 

The ERC expressed some puzzlement over management reports, stating that 

in their short visit they were unable to obtain a comprehensive vie\v of them. 
,~ 

They noted, however, that once freed of the task of checking and recording course 

work for the ·QPR, the systems staff could undertake the production of more 

sophisticated management reports, working with departments to better meet their 

needs. We agree, and in the third recommendation above, address the manner 

in \vhich this can be accomplished systematically. 

Although not mentioned explicitly by either the ERC or the lRC, it is 

equally important that the Graduate School begin to improve the quality and 

broaden the scope of regularly gathered information needed for its o\vn research 

for managementment decision-making purposes. We did not discuss these detailed 

inforcation needs because at this point we are uncertain which kinds of 
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information the dean would find most useful for future decision making and 

administration of the Graduate School. However, we posed several questions by 

way of example: 

a. lfua t is the proportion of 5- and 8-level coursework being 

taken by students in various programs? What is the trend by 

major field'? lfuere are the shifts occurring? 

b. ~fuat is the level and amount of coursework being transferred 

onto student programs from other schools? From CEE? \fuat do 

the trends mean? 

c. lfuat level and type of financial support are received by all 

graduate students? \vnat effect, if any, does the type of 

support have on the pace and quality of graduate work? On 

the number and quality of job offers? 

d. To what extent are students pursuing two degree programs but 

especially those which combine basic and applied majors (e.g. 

history /law, English/ library science); and to \vhat extent are 

students pursuing additio~al coursework after completion of 

an advanced degree? 

5. Reviewing the Graduate School's budget needs for computer costs. 

We believe that a careful in-depth review of the funding of the computer 

costs be undertaken since no funds have ever been provided for computer expenses. 

Prior to 1975 ADPD supplied their services at no cost to the Graduate School. 

Costs have risen, then, from $0 in 1975 to approximately $30,000 at the present 

time. It is imperative that the Graduate School request recurring funds from 

Central Administration. The dramatic increase in ADPD charges strongly suggests 

to us a need for a review of the rate determination, charges, and user funding. 

Conclusion 
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the Systems and Data Hanagement operations. He believe that the implementation 

of the above recommendations will enable the Graduate School to provide improved 

services. 

FELLOWSHIPS 

The ERC applauded the Graduate School's fellm-1ship program for attracting 

outstanding students to the University, but recommended that the present fellow

ship policy be revised by allocating funds to departments instead of a~varding 

fellowships to individual students. This was seen as a means to assure that 

certain "have-not" departmQnts ~<~ould gain a bigger share of the pie, and also 

to reduce the work of departments in filling out forms. The ERC further recom

mended that the Graduate School set University-wide guidelines for the adminis

tration of all fellowships. The IRC commented only briefly, stating that the 

criteria for allocation of funds to departments under the ERC proposal would 

need careful consideration. 

The SRC recommends: 

Continued selection of individual fellowship recipients through a faculty 

co~~ittee review and recommendation, but with n1odifications at the final award 

stage to take into account programmatic considerations. 

The ERC said its recommendations would (a) eliminate the need for depart

ments to fill out so many forms \vhich a faculty committee, in turn, must revie~.;r; 

(b) give weaker departments a bigger share of the fellowship funds in order to 

attract students; and (c) give departments more time and more flexibility for 

recruiting. They also noted that under their proposal the graduate dean, of 

course, could make the final decision on all awards, thus assuring that they 

would be based on certain minimum standards. 

The inference that minimum.(i.e. lower) standards must suffice so that 

more departments receive awards is troublesome, for the fellowship program was 

J 
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intended to bring students of the very highest calibre to the University's 

graduate programs. Their presence, in turn, \vas intended to enhance the academic 

quality of the graduate programs themselves over time. To date, only a handful 

of programs have never received awards, and these are mostly-small programs 

within larger departments (e.g. industrial engineering). Yet this broad dis-

tribution has occurred despite the emphasis in the competitions on high academic 

achievement. Uhile it is obvious that the strongest departments have attracted 

some of the best students, it is not necessary to compromise standards in order 

to make wider use of the funds. 

While the ERC saw the role of the fellowship committee as a waste of 12 

faculty members' time, we see it as a means to assure that a'.;rards are based on 

even-handed academic criteria, and that high standards of quality are nurtured 

and sustained across the University. The Graduate School Fellowship Committee 

~· discussed the ERC's reco~~endations, and strongly disagreed ~vith its conclusions. 

The Committee said it is critically important that review for consistency in 

quality across the University be conducted by a broadly representative faculty 

committee; and that it is imperative that the probem be kept above politics. 

With regard to the ERC's suggestion that its proposal would lessen 

considerably the amount of work (forms) required of a department, it should be 

mentioned that departments do not now fill out any forms. Rather, they provide 

the Graduate School with materials submitted by their prospective students, 

such as letters, transcripts, and the financial support applications. Although 

the ERC suggests that its proposed system would eliminate work for the depart-

ment, this is an unlikely outcome. It is, after all, common practice every-

where to award funds--whether for departmental budgets, research grants, or 

student support--based upon a formal proposed request. It is also unlikely 

that the faculty would favor disbursal of so much fellowship money without 
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some kind of faculty committee review and recomn1endation. Nor is there any J 
practical means by which a dean could fairly and equitably give final approval 

to all departmental awards, as recomnlended by the ERC, without the assistance 

of such a faculty committee. 

For some departments'there may be an advantage in being able, in Nov2mber, 

to assure a prospective student of a fello,vship. On the other hand, by Council 

of Graduate Schools' agreement, students have until April 15 to make a final 

decision. We think our own timing for a\vard announcements (mid-Harch) is 

optimal, because students are then seriously weighing all offers. (The 

National Science Foundation announces its fellowship awards on March 15, for 

example.) 

At present, the Graduate Fellowship Committee bases its recommendations 

solely on the academic merit of individual students. We believe that the 

current method of awarding fellowships could be further strengthened if J 
programmatic considerations \vere introduced at the point of final decision by 

the dean's office. ~~ile program considerations presently are taken into 

account when the number of nominations permitted per program is assigned, this 
• ~ ")o. 

further consideration at the award stage would use more fully the results of 

the program reviews, and would serve as a balance to the Committee's recommendations. 

Finally, the ERC proposal that the Graduate School set University-~vide 

guidelines for administration of all fellowships has no practical significance. 

The administration of various industrial and endowed fellowship programs across 

the University is the responsibility of the relevant budgetary unit, and is 

properly outside the purview of the Graduate School. The ERC's suggestion 

that the Accounting Office set up a system to keep track of all fellowship 

(non-payroll) payments is an excellent one which, if implemented, would provide 

the C~iversity with a better sense of total graduate student support. This same 
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conclusion ~..ras reached in 1975 by an internal University ad hoc committee 

established by the Student Affairs Vice President. It was endorsed by the 

Central Officers Group and the president, but never implemented. 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 

The comments of the ERC were clearly aimed at strengthening the capabilities 

and increasing the scope of the activities of the Graduate School's Office of 

Equal Opportunity. This sentimenr is strongly endorsed by the SRC. In fact, 

since the revie1v, the position of the coordinator has been ~xpended to a full

time appointment, an action which alleviated the understaffing problem signifi

cantly. In addition, the priorities stated in the Graduate School planning 

document submitted January 14, 1980, reflect an effort to increase the money 

available for student financial aid and recruitment activities. 

The SRC recommends: 

That the Graduate School Office of Equal Opportunity continue to report 

directly to the dean and that the office not become a part of our admissions 

and fellowship system under the direct responsibility of an associate dean. 

There is constant interaction ori'an informal basis among these offices. 

The Director of the Fellowship Office is a member of the matching funds 

committee, consults with the Graduate School Office of Equal Opportunity on 

budget, on all policy matters dealing with minorities, and reviews all procedures 

for minority fellowships. In turn, a member of the Office of Equal Opportunity 

staff sits with the Fellowship Committee when it reviews Opportunity Fellowship 

nominations and receives annual reports from the Fellowship Office on all its 

programs. 

Members of the Graduate School admissions staff advise the Office of Equal 

~ Opportunity about admissions procedures, request assistance on many minority 
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admissions and initiate dialogue with programs when they believe a minority 

applicant may have been overlooked. They cooperate with the name exchange 

progr~~ efforts and recruiting and give priority to processing a minority 

admission if necessary for fellowship competition. The admissions staff and 

the Office of Equal Opportunity cooperate fully working toward the success of 

our minority recruitment process. Because these informal arrangements are 

working satisfactorily at present, we fail to see the advantages of the proposed 

change. 

Reporting to the dean symbolizes to the minority community the importance 

which the Graduate School attaches to this program. Changing this arrangement 

would undoubtedly be viewed as a lessened commitment. 

ch 
2/25/80 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA School ot Mathematics 
TWIN CITIES 127 Vincent Hall 

206 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455 

October l, 1980 

TO: R. Aris, D. Aronson, H. Garrard, P. Kumar, w. Harner 

FROM: L. Narkus 

SUBJECT: Revision of doctoral program and Bulletin notice for CSDS 

Yesterday Professors E. B. Lee, \'l. Loud, L. Markus, P. Setlma met 
to discuss the inclusion of Dynamical Systems into the Control Science 
Center, with the corresponding change in title to 

Control Science and Dynamical Systems Center (CSDS Center). 

Enclosed please find a revised copy of the notice for the Bulletin of 
the Graduate School, incorporating these chru1ges. 

I should appreciate any comments or suggestions you care to make 
on these modifications. He are somewhat rushed for time, since the 
Bulletin for 1981-83 is about to go to press. After incorporating your 
suggestions, I shall distribute this ~terial to the entire CSDS faculty 
before sending it to the Dean of Graduate School and the Editor of the 
Bulletin. 

LM:ks 
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Regent s'Professor 

.. Lawrence Markus (mathematics), chairman 
Rutherford Aris (chemical engineering) 

Professor 

Donald Aronson (mathematics) 
Robert T. Holt (political science) 
Daniel Joseph (aerospace engineering) 
K.s.P. Kumar (electrical engineering) 
E. Bruce Lee (electrical engineering) 
Warren s. Loud (mathematics) 
Richard McGehee (mathematics) 
K. Ogata (mechanical engineering) 
J. Ben Rosen (computer science) 
George R. Sell (mathematics) 
P.R. Sethna (aerospace engineering) 
Marvin Stein (computer science) 
William ~'Tarner (aerospace engL11eering) 

Associate Professor 

r-;redric N. Bailey (electrical engineering) 
\..William Garrard (aerospace engineering).,director of graduate study 

Richard P. Halverson (electrical engineering) 
Larry Kinney (electrical engineering) 
George Stephanopoulos (chemical engineering) 
Charlotte Striebel (mathematics) 

Assistant Professor 

Max Donath (mechanical engineering) 
Malur K. Sundareshan (electrical engineering) 
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Criminal Justice Studies 

CONTROL SCIENCE,~ AN]) DYJ/1);'11C/JL S'/5TEJ'1S 
~---Associate Professor--·----------

Rutherford Aris (chemical engineering) 

Professor 

la..,.rence Markus (mathematics). chairman 
K S. P. Kumar (electncal engoneering), 

director 
Robert T. Holt (pohlical science) 
E. Bruce Lee (electrical engine,,ing) 
Warren S. Loud (mamematocs) 
Ka:suho~o Ogata (mechanical engineering) 
J. 8. Rosen (computer scoence) 
Pa:arasp A Sethna (aerospace engoneering) 
Molton Sobel (statistics) 
Marvin L. Sterr" (computer science) 

Degree Offered-Ph.D. only. 

W1lliarn Garrard (aerospace engineering}, 
d1rector of grar::uare study 

fredrrc N Ba,ley (electncal engin..:-eri,g} 
A1chard P. Halverson (~lectucal engit"'eer,ng) 
Larry L. Kinney (electncal engoneer•ng) 
John H. Park, Jr. (electrical engineenng) 
George A. Sell (mothematics) 
George Slephanopo\JIOS (chemical engineer~ng) 
Charlene Stri•Oel (sta:ost•cs) 
Fredenc~ M. Waltz (electncal engineering) 

Assistant Professor 

Malur K Sundareshan (electncal engineering) 

Prerequisites~~ at Minnesota does not 2w2rd a master's de-- 1h iS P' N:>) -N\"1 
gree. Instead students will normally have completed a master's degree in one of the 
related fields of engineering, computer science. mathematics, statistics. or physics; 
me degrees with an emphasis in control sciences can bP. earned in any of these 
pr · s at Minnesota. An applicant with a master's degree whose scientif;c and 
engtneering training is adequate to follow the program will also be considered. Since 
~;~-~draws faculty from a number of disciplines, students' programs can 
reflect various emphases. It is important for applicants to specify in their application 
materials their career goals and the program emphasis desired. 

Major Program-The course work in the major should normally be selected from 
those courses in science, mathematics, engineering, and other fields that are partie· 
ularly relevant to the ~- Since this program is intended to 
provide an opportunity for a broad training, it is desirable that at least 9 credits of 
8000-series courses be selected from each of three of the related major areas. 
Candidates must prepare for a preliminary examination covering~ the follow
ing~basic areas: 

- ~ athematical and p ysical controf'models-- ·---- .. - ----- ------J 
2. Stability and control of linear and nonlinear deterministic processes Se: e 

· 3. Stochastic processes and information theory y-ewn-1-e 
4. Numerical and computer techniques and implementation of control concepts ~ 

in scientific and ef}.Qineering processes 

'··Normally. students can prepare for the preliminary examination by completing 9 
credits of 8000-series or suitably advanced courses in each of the four areao. The 
rernaining course work for the Ph.D. will be selected in consultation with an adviser. 
All candidates are required to attain a high level of mathematical proficiency. 

Language Requirement-One foreign language~ 

~~~- ; ')pec,'al pt"l:1~ec..t. 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES (CJS) 
P,oln;sar 

Dlrvi<S A. Ward. chairman 
T~mas. 0. Munon. au ector ol 

Procluote study 
B• C Fe:d 

Knudson 
almqu•st 

149 

Joel B. Samaha 
June L Tdpp 

Ass,stant Ptofessor 

Ann Stanton 

Lecturer 

Donald A. Dwyer 
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